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I. What is this guide and who is it for?
This is a guide for school district operators considering school closures to address significant
budgetary challenges. Note that this tool was not designed to assist with school closures as part
of a periodical closing and opening of schools for academic performance, though a subset of
the strategies may still be applicable.
Drawing on effective practices and lessons learned from 10 large urban school districts1 that
have recently closed schools, this guide provides frameworks, timelines and recommended
practices for:
• Deciding whether to close schools and which schools to close
• Engaging and communicating with stakeholders
• Effectively executing school closures
This guide describes first what it takes to go through the school closure process; second, the
do’s and don’ts of school closures—some major risks and mitigation strategies other districts
have identified; and finally, the detailed steps a district must take to decide upon and conduct
school closures.

Last edit date 5/20/09
For further information or referrals to personnel in districts contributing to this guide, please e-mail:
tools@broadfoundation.org.

1

Districts contributing to this tool: Boston Public Schools, Charleston County School District, Chicago Public
Schools, Dallas Independent School District, District of Columbia Public Schools, Miami-Dade County Public
Schools, Oakland Unified School District, Pittsburgh Public Schools, St. Louis Public Schools, and Seattle Public
Schools.
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II. What resources are needed to decide upon and conduct school
closures?
While school closures can be an important component of any right-sizing plan to address a
budget shortfall, properly executed closures require time, leadership attention, and money.

A. Time
When considering school closures, districts should allot between 12 and 18 months from the
time of the first board meeting during which school closures are discussed to the actual
relocation of students, materials and equipment. In districts where the process has taken longer
than 18 months, there was a significant amount of time in which affected parties were in
“limbo,” resulting in lost productivity. Conversely, in districts where the process has been
rushed to completion in less than 12 months, many districts observed more confusion,
community discord, and otherwise avoidable mistakes made because of the faster timeline.
The school closure process consists of a decision-making phase (determining whether to close
schools, and, if so, which ones) and an implementation phase (closing the schools). Below is a
sample 18-month timeline for school closures. The timeline allocates an additional five months
for preparation and planning during the decision-making phase and one month for follow-up
work after the schools are closed.
For a timeline that describes how the overall process might be accomplished in 12 months,
please see Appendix A. Note that this alternative timeline will carry a greater risk of
stakeholder dissatisfaction.
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School Closure Timeline
Year 1
Year 2
Oct Nov Dec Jan FFeb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

= duration of workstream
Activity

Prep and planning
Decision Process - do we close schools and, if so, which ones?
Balancing the budget: the role of school closures
Identification of maximum number of seats that could be eliminated
Identification of initial criteria to select schools for closing
Revision of criteria based on community feedback
Evaluation of all schools against criteria: select initial list
Revision of school closing list based on community feedback
Community engagement and communications
Engagement: Phase I: The need for school closures
Engagement: Phase II: Initial list of schools for closure
Engagement: Phase III: Finalized list of schools for closure
Implementation - execution of school closures
1. Student Assignment
Policy decision: how students will be re-assigned
Facilities capacity analysis
Re-draw attendance boundaries
Application of re-assignment policy and informing of families
Integrating students from closing schools into new schools
2. Revised Enrollment Projections & School Budgets
Create multiple enrollment scenarios
Finalize enrollment projections
Generate school budgets (using district timeline)
3. Staff Reassignment
Decide upon approach to staff reassignment
Staff meetings with all impacted staff
Staff re-assignment (using district timeline)
4. Use of Facilities
Determine new use for closing schools' facilities
5. Miscellaneous School Operations
School Moves
Develop comprehensive move plan for closing schools
Inventory all closing buildings
Implement move
State, Federal & Private Grants
Identify discretionary funding and seek transfer options
Student Cumulative Records
Develop a plan to transfer and/or store records
Implement transfer of records
Notifications of School Closure
Notify all district entities (food services, after school, etc)
Notify state and county departments of education

Post-board decision-making

Implementation

BM1
BM2
BM3
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Year 3
Aug Sep

B. Leadership and Staff
Any successful school closure process requires dedicated and engaged leadership—from the
superintendent to principals of the schools being closed. In addition, there should be a team of
district staff members who focus exclusively on school closures for the duration of the project.
The chart below describes both ideal and minimum staffing configurations for a school closure
process.

School
Board

Superintendent
Senior
Champion

Overall
Project
Manager /
staff lead

Head of
stakeholder
relations

CrossFunctional
Implementation
Team

Effort required
3-4 lengthy public board
meeting discussions over the
course of 1-2 years; series of
one-on-one meetings with
staff; ongoing engagement
with district staff;
participation in community
engagement process
6 or more hours in a given
week over the course of
closures
Approximately 30% of time
for decision-making phase,
15% of time for
implementation phase
50 - 100% of time for 24
months (closer to 100% in the
middle and 50% during
preparation and follow-up)

Ideally….
Aligned, fully supportive board
that makes strategic decisions
that are in the best long-term
interest of students, rather than
for short-term political purpose

At a minimum…
A majority of board members
who are able to make strategic
decisions that are in the best
long-term interest of students
rather than for short-term
political purpose

Visionary leader of the work

A strong supporter of senior
champion and his/her
leadership of the work
Cabinet member who
considers this one of his/her
top 3 priorities for the entire
process
Internal staff member with
strong project management and
analytical skills, as well as a
capacity for community
engagement. Easy access to the
superintendent.

Cabinet member who considers
this his/her top priority for the
entire process

Internal staff member respected
by school board, senior staff and
community leaders. Must have
easy access to the
superintendent. Consistent
project manager for both the
decision-making and
implementation phases.
Average 20% of time over 18
Respected leader of a premonth period but unevenly
existing community engagement
distributed (100% some weeks, function within the district with
0% others)
established ties to parents, union,
business leaders and other key
constituents
Approximately 2-3 hours per
Department heads (e.g., human
week during decision-making
resources, assessment /
phase. 10-50% of time during
accountability) that proactively
implementation phase. Will
participate in planning sessions
vary by department and
and take ownership of their
number of schools closing.
functional responsibility
throughout the implementation
process.
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Senior district representative
with community relations
experience and proven rapport
with key stakeholders

Deputy department heads who
are willing to participate in
planning sessions and execute
on their functional
responsibility throughout the
implementation process.

C. Money
Budgets for a school closure process will vary greatly across districts depending on the scope
of the work and number of schools under consideration. The following information can be used
as a benchmark for understanding approximate resources necessary to execute school closures.
Note that the following schedule assumes a fiscal year ending in July.

Year 1
(Oct. –
July)

Year 2
(Aug. –
July)

Year 3
(Aug. –
Oct.)

Total

Project Management

Community Engagement

0.5 FTE ($20,000 $50,000) for project
manager to coordinate
decision-making
analysis
1 FTE ($40,000 $100,000) for project
manager to coordinate
decision-making and
implementation
0.5 FTE ($20,000 $50,000) for project
manager to complete
process management

$5,000 for labor, materials,
pamphlets, photocopies,
etc.

$80,000 - $200,000

~$15,000

$10,000 for materials,
pamphlets, photocopies,
etc.

Facilities (per school
closed)

$10,000 - $50,000 per
school for inventory,
packing, cleaning and
transport of goods
$100,000 per school
requiring work for
inventory, packing,
cleaning, goods transport
and preparation of both
closing and receiving
facilities for use
$110,000 - $150,000 per
school
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III. What major challenges have other districts faced and how have
they overcome them?
Districts encounter several common challenges when closing schools. Distilled below are the
largest among these challenges, along with some strategies used to overcome them.
Anticipating and prioritizing these challenges will greatly increase the likelihood of a smoothly
executed school closure process.
The five most common and significant challenges are:
1. Insufficient stakeholder engagement
2. Lack of a true project leader and champion
3. Lack of focus on implementation
4. Closing schools on too rapid a timeline
5. Failure to ground the process in the improvement of educational opportunities for
families
Challenge
1. Insufficient
stakeholder
engagement

Description
Mitigation Strategies
Community engagement becomes an
• Prioritize community engagement.
afterthought. Meetings are held in the spirit
Families are the most important
of compliance rather than true collaboration.
stakeholders of the district and they need
District officials do not engage with local
to be included in the dialogue. Moreover,
community leaders and organizations.
they will often provide a valuable new
perspective on the closure
Political realities are underestimated. Not
recommendations.
enough time is spent with school board
members to ensure that they understand
• Carefully consider the realities of the
why recommendations are being made and
district’s political landscape before
the trade-offs at stake. As a result, the board
engaging in this work. Be realistic about
vote can be unduly influenced by adult
whether the governing body will approve
rather than student interests.
these decisions.
Internal stakeholders such as principals,
teachers and district staff are not engaged in
the decision-making process. Rather than
providing valuable input and support, they
become alienated and directly oppose all
aspects of the process.
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• Engage internal stakeholders early and
often. Incorporating their feedback into
early recommendations will help design a
more robust overall approach and improve
alignment by increasing their level of
ownership in the process.

Challenge
2. No internal
project leader
or senior
champion
driving the
work every
day

Description
By spreading the responsibility for school
closures to too many people or
“outsourcing” too heavily to consultants,
some districts lack a single point of
accountability to drive this difficult and
important process. The lack of a single
leader creates gaps in accountability that
leave important tasks undone.

Mitigation Strategies
• Appoint a single project lead from within
the district.

3. Lack of
focus on
implementatio
n: the work
that needs to
happen after
school closure
decisions are
made

Most districts focus all of their energy on
the decision-making component of school
closures. As a result, there is insufficient
planning for everything that needs to
happen once the decisions are made. The
repercussions for this lack of resourcing can
be significant:
• Families aren’t given support during their
transition to a new school.
• Union relations can be extremely strained
through staff placement processes that are
disorganized and/or poorly
communicated.
• Student records can be permanently lost.
• Millions of dollars of grant funds can be
lost.

• Ensure that a detailed implementation
work plan is created prior to or soon after
closure decisions are made.

4. Closing
schools on too
rapid a
timeline

Districts generally begin their budgeting
timeline for the next school year in
December or January. This timeline often
leads to the discovery of budget shortages
and therefore a swift recommendation that
schools be closed. Some districts feel the
responsibility to make “tough decisions”
and end up insisting that school closures
need to happen in time for the next school
year (i.e., on a six-month timeline).

• Do not try to close schools on a six-month
timeline. Successful implementation of
school closures requires a minimum of one
year, and ideally 18 months.
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• Ensure that the project lead has ample
authority and support from the
superintendent for any actions they must
take.

• Continue to resource the work
appropriately (i.e., budget leadership time
and money) and prioritize the
implementation phase across all
departments.

• Use the urgency generated by the
discovery of a budget shortfall to begin a
planning process for a comprehensive
right-sizing plan to be implemented in the
following school year.

Challenge
5. Failure to
ground the
process in the
improvement
of educational
options for
families

Description
Because the impetus for school closures
stemmed from a budgetary crisis, districts
often engage in a dialogue about these
closures that only focus on finances. In
doing so, they lose sight of another critical
reason for school closures—the
improvement of educational options for
families.
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Mitigation Strategies
• Ensure that schools are being closed only
if it is the best way to improve resource
allocation in the district.
• Include academic factors in the criteria by
which schools will be selected for closure.
• Frame the dialogue with the community
around how these difficult decisions are
being made, with the long-term goal of
creating the best possible educational
options for families, given the limited
resources available.

IV. What steps must be taken to decide upon and conduct school
closures?
In order to close schools, districts will go through two phases, the decision process in which the
number and identity of schools to be closed is determined, and implementation, where the
closings are executed. In parallel with each of these two phases, the district should be in a
constant state of stakeholder engagement; ensuring that the voices of all constituents are heard
and incorporated into the final outcome.

A. The Decision Process
Questions addressed in this section:
• Will school closures help the district’s financial situation?
• How many seats can the district safely eliminate?
• Approximately how many schools can the district close?
• How should the district decide which schools to close?
• Which schools will be closed?
• How much money will be saved as a result of school closures?
How much will school closures help the district’s financial situation?
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

There are several basic considerations that should be included in the analysis of how much
money the district will save annually from each school closure—namely, staffing, utilities,
freed up subsidies, and facility re-utilization. By calculating an approximate average savings
for a “generic” school, the district will then be able to estimate a total savings once the number
of schools closures is known.
Staffing: Staffing positions that are allocated “per school” can be eliminated (e.g., principal,
assistance principal, custodian and guidance counselor), whereas those allocated “per student”
(e.g., teachers) can not because the former positions are no longer necessary if the school closes
but the latter must follow the students.
ACME Example: Headcount (salary + benefits) savings at one school
Fully-loaded Yearly
cost per year savings
FTE(s)
Principal
1 $ 120,000 $ 120,000
Assistant principal
1 $
95,000 $
95,000
Custodians
2 $
45,000 $
90,000
Guidance counselor
0.5 $
60,000 $
30,000
Total
$ 335,000
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Utilities: Since these buildings will no longer be used for education purposes, utilities costs can
largely be eliminated. Because utilities vary greatly from school to school, it’s best to estimate
savings based on square-foot usage across the district. Assuming that some of the buildings will
be mothballed, unavoidable ongoing utilities costs (e.g., keeping the pipes warm to prevent
freezing, security and maintenance costs to prevent and repair damages from vandalism,
general upkeep, etc.) must be considered. One can then make an assumption about utilities
costs based on the average square footage of the schools which may end up under consideration
for closure.
ACME Example: Annual Utilities Savings
District average cost per square foot for utilities
Average size of a school in the district (square feet)
% of costs recaptured (not all costs eliminated)
Total per school per year

$

$3
50,000
$150,000
85%
127,500

Freed up subsidies: The district will sometimes provide subsidies to a school (e.g., small
school subsidy, end of year bailout for budgets in the red, etc.) that will be recaptured when
closing the school.
For example, imagine a district called ACME where many of the schools (~50%) are receiving
a subsidy of around $30,000 per year for upkeep on a tree-planting program initiated in the
district last year. The average recapture for a given school in this district is about $15,000.
Facility reutilization: Depending on how a district plans to reutilize the closed school facility,
there may be some additional “savings” in the form of one-time revenue (i.e., building sale) or
ongoing revenue (e.g., lease to a charter school). It is important to deduct any estimated cost
associated with preparing the facility for this use.
ACME Example: Annual Facility Re-utilization "Savings"
Average size of a school in the district (square feet)
% rented to charters and other community groups
Square footage rented
Lease rate per square foot
Total per school per year
$

50,000
50%
25,000
$1
25,000

Central office reduction: In addition to the cost savings listed above, some districts have
considered reducing central office operating budgets commensurate with the percentage of
schools closing (i.e., if 5 percent of schools in the system are closed, then 5 percent of central
office support is deducted from the overall district budget for all central office functions).
While the central office workload will decrease as schools are closed, the decision-process
around potential central office reductions should be made as part of the broader right-sizing
effort and not only associated with school closures (i.e., central office reductions may be
necessary even in the absence of school closures). As such, central office cost reductions are
not discussed in detail in this guide and are omitted from savings estimates throughout this
guide.
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The savings summary of closing one school in our hypothetical “ACME” district is recorded
below.
ACME Example: Summary of Savings
Headcount savings
Utilities savings
Facilities re-utilization
Freed up subsidies
Total savings per school per year
$

335,000
127,500
25,000
15,000
502,500

The approximate annual savings per school closed for the districts contributing to this tool
ranges from $300,000 - $1 million without taking the costs of closure into consideration. It is
important to note, however, that it may take several years to realize savings from school
closures because of the time lag in downsizing headcount costs and repurposing buildings (e.g.,
layoffs require severance packages, buildings cannot be immediately repurposed, etc.).
The Summary of Estimated Budget Impact for the ACME district (shown below) helps
illustrate the fact that savings achieved as a result of school closings are captured over a period
of years and are not immediate. The district will have spent $168,000 over a three-year period
to release $1,147,500 from the budget over five years, for a net savings of nearly $1 million
over a five-year period. Note that the consultant/staff time and community engagement costs
appropriated here are one-fifth of the total that would be incurred because the ACME district
has made an assumption that around five schools will be closed and spread that cost across all
five.

ACME Example: Summary estimated budget impact per school closure

Savings (Rev)
Headcount savings
Utilities savings
Facilities re-utilization
Freed up subsidies
Total
Costs
Consultant/ staff time
Community engagement
Facilities/ Moving of equipment
Lost government funds
Total
Net
Total amount released in the budget

Year 5 and
School Year School Year School Year School Year beyond (end
1
2
3
4
state)
Preparation
Schools closed
335,000
335,000
127,500
127,500
127,500
25,000
25,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
142,500
502,500
502,500
10,000
1,000
11,000

20,000
2,000
25,000
47,000

100,000
110,000

(11,000)

(47,000)

32,500
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10,000

502,500

502,500

5 yr savings
1,147,500

5 yr cost
168,000
5 yr net
979,500

What is the maximum number of seats that can be eliminated?
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Once you calculate the approximate annual savings from each school closure, the first step
toward understanding how many schools can be closed (and thus how much money can be
freed up in the budget) is to determine how many extra “seats” the district has. This analysis
should be structured by a comparison of supply (the number of seats available for students)
versus demand (the number of students).
Step One: Calculate Supply
Supply is calculated by reviewing the facilities capacity across the district. As part of your
district’s facility and student assignment processes, a methodology for calculating facility
capacity should be in place. The details of a facility capacity analysis are beyond the scope of
this guide, but Appendices B and C provide a description of the capacity analysis and approach
used in Seattle Public Schools.
The output of a hypothetical capacity analysis in the simplified ACME district example is
included below. The conclusion of the analysis is that there are 40,000 total available seats in
the district (highlighted in yellow).
ACME Example: Seat capacity in the district
Grades
K-3
4-6
7-9
10-12

# Schools

Total capacity

Total # of seats
available
500
12,308
400
9,231
350
9,231
330
9,231
40,000
1,580

Rooms
41
24
21
19
105

Step Two: Calculate Demand
Districts often consider the number of current students to represent demand. For example, they
will report, “We have space for 40,000 students but our enrollment is only at 30,000.”
Although this may be an effective communication strategy for helping community members
appreciate the gravity of the situation, it is critical that a district have a robust strategy for
predicting and using future enrollment trends for this calculation. Again guidance on making
these projections is beyond the scope of this tool, but it should be embedded in your district’s
approach to a capacity analysis.
The following two examples help to illustrate this point: the enrollment level used to determine
how many seats can be eliminated in each scenario is highlighted in yellow.
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Example A: Declining enrollment
Total capacity = 40,000 seats
Enrollment
projection
K-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
Total students

2009 (current)
11,077
8,308
8,308
8,308
36,000

2010
10,954
8,215
8,215
8,215
35,600

2011
10,831
8,123
8,123
8,123
35,200

2012
10,615
7,962
7,962
7,962
34,500

2013
10,462
7,846
7,846
7,846
34,000

2012
11,231
8,423
8,423
8,423
36,500

2013
11,231
8,423
8,423
8,423
36,500

ACME Example B: Increasing enrollment
Total capacity = 40,000 seats
Enrollment
projection
K-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
Total students

2009 (current)
11,077
8308
8308
8308
36,000

2010
11,138
8354
8354
8354
36,200

2011
11,200
8,400
8,400
8,400
36,400

In Example A: Declining enrollment, a maximum of 4,400 seats (40,000-35,600) can be
eliminated. The five-year projection (34,000 students) cannot be used for the calculation in this
case because that would result in 1,600 students without seats for the next few years until
enrollment drops to the projected number.
In Example B: Increasing enrollment, a maximum of 3,500 (40,000-36,500) seats can be
eliminated. Although next year’s enrollment projection suggests up to 3,800 seats could be
eliminated in this scenario, the district would then need to re-open schools immediately in
subsequent years as the student population expands.
When predicting future enrollment, it is important to look beyond recent historical trends.
Many factors such as birth rates, new housing projects, and charter and private school growth
need to be taken into account. In addition, the distribution of that population both across
different grades and across regions of the district will need to be known in order to properly
distribute the seats to be eliminated. See Appendix D for an example of how the supply and
demand argument was framed to the Pittsburgh community in 2005.
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What criteria should the district use to determine which schools to close?
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Once the district determines the maximum number of seats to be eliminated, it must then
determine which schools will close. The first step is to decide upon the criteria that will be used
for that selection. These criteria tend to fall into three categories: academic,
enrollment/facilities capacity and other. Here is an example of the criteria that the Boston
Public Schools used during their school closure process.

Phase II Facilities Reprogramming:
High Level Data Areas
Academic
Performance

School
Operations

Buildings

• Utilization
• Physical
• Student
condition
Performance • School
Demand/Choice • Maintenance/
• Student
repair needs
• Operational
Growth
costs

• Utility costs
• Locations

Additional examples of criteria used in recent school closure decision-making in Oakland and
Charleston County can be found in Appendix E.
When considering which criteria will be used in the school closure decision process, the district
must also consider how much weight each will be given in the analysis. Effective practice is to
engage the school board early in this process so that they can provide input on the criteria.
Ideally, the board will already have a planning document, such as the one on record at Dallas
ISD (see Appendix F), that outlines the possible reasons for school closure. In order to expedite
criteria selection, it is highly recommended that district staff present the board with a set of
guidelines or recommended criteria to be used and ask for agreement. This should reduce the
number of lengthy and difficult discussions experienced by a subset of the districts contributing
to this guide. Below are more detailed explanations for some of the factors.
Academic Factors
Remembering that all district decisions should be made with the goal of maximizing
educational options for families, academic performance should be the first criterion screened
15

when deciding which schools to close. Ideally, the academic criteria used should be aligned
with the district’s accountability metrics, assuming the district has them in place.
One of the key decisions regarding academic factors is how to weigh absolute performance
(e.g., percent of students scoring proficient on state exams) versus growth (e.g., year over year
gains made by students at a school). Many districts have prioritized the growth criterion
because trend data is a closer proxy for the effect any given school is having on the
achievement of its students. In one example, Pittsburgh Public Schools brought in RAND to
help them evaluate their schools prior to closure because they wanted to build a more
sophisticated method for evaluating which schools were best serving their students. RAND
developed the School Performance Index (SPI), which estimated the added value that each
school provided based on student-level growth. Pittsburgh used this metric to inform the
closure selections, including the decision to close one school which had relatively high test
scores but which was failing to accelerate student achievement. The index also highlighted the
dramatic gains students were making in certain schools, despite low overall test scores.
Although politically challenging, the SPI was mostly well-received across the city as an
equitable way to make closure decisions.
Please see Appendix G for an op-ed published in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on the topic of
Pittsburgh Public Schools and the SPI.
Enrollment and Facilities Capacity
After evaluating potential closures from the perspective of academic performance, the second
set of criteria to evaluate includes school utilization, facilities condition, and availability of
reasonable alternatives for displaced students, especially at the elementary level and/or when
the district does not provide transportation. In some cases, a school will be eliminated from
consideration for closure because there are no alternatives for its students. This analysis should
be conducted using the systems and structures associated with your district’s enrollment
projections and facility capacity procedures.
Other
Other criteria that may need to be considered include: opportunities to combine different grade
level schools into a single, larger school; the fate of special programs (e.g., special education,
English language learners, gifted programs), and strong community opinions. The challenge
with many of these “other” criteria is that they are often subjective and more difficult to
quantify, but their consideration is critical to the development of a strategic solution that is in
the best interest of students. A suggested practice is to use the academic and
enrollment/facilities criteria to create the initial list of schools. This list can then be evaluated
against the other criteria and vetted with the community during Phase II engagement (see
below) to arrive at the best possible plan.
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In the ACME district, school closing criteria were prioritized as described below. Note that for
“Difficulty reaching nearest alternative,” the superintendent’s office decided that any school
receiving a rating of “most difficult” would be removed from the list of possible closures even
though the criterion is ranked fourth on the list.

ACME Example: School closure priority list
Approx
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Criteria
Academic performance (growth trend)
Academic performance (absolute)
Facility condition
Difficulty reaching nearest alternative
Utilization
Cost of operation

Which schools will the district recommend closing?
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Once the district has prioritized and refined the school closure selection criteria, it must then
use these criteria to generate a preliminary list of schools for closure to be vetted with the board
and the public.
Continuing with the simplified ACME example district with 40,000 total seats, the
superintendent is deciding how many and which high schools to close in order to reduce the
number of vacant seats (she will, of course, repeat the process for other grade levels).
ACME Example: Extra high school seats
Projected
enrollment in
Capacity
2013
Source
Total high school seats

"Extra" seats
Difference between
Determined by
Determined by
capacity and
enrollment
capacity analysis
projected
analysis
enrollment
9,231
8,423
808

Having determined that there are 808 “extra” high school seats available, the project manager
has listed all 19 high schools in the district to evaluate them for school closure (below).
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School
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Type
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school

Academic
performance
(growth trend)
3 - Good
3 - Good
3 - Good
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
3 - Good
1 - Poor
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
2 - Average
1 - Poor
3 - Good
1 - Poor
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average

ACME Example: Choice of high school closures (Step 1)
808 seats can be eliminated at maximum at the high school level
Difficulty
Academic
reaching
Current
Current
performance
Condition of Relative cost of nearest
student
Empty Utilization
(absolute)
facility
operation
alternative
Capacity population seats
rate
1 - Poor
3 - Good
High
Difficult
300
270
30
90%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Moderate
500
440
60
88%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
Low
Difficult
700
650
50
93%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
High
Easy
250
200
50
80%
3 - Good
2 - Average Moderate
Easy
400
380
20
95%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
High
Moderate
440
380
60
86%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
High
Difficult
550
480
70
87%
2 - Average
2 - Average Low
Easy
700
600
100
86%
3 - Good
3 - Good
Low
Easy
520
500
20
96%
2 - Average
2 - Average Moderate
Easy
350
300
50
86%
3 - Good
3 - Good
Moderate
Moderate
430
410
20
95%
2 - Average
2 - Average Moderate
Difficult
560
500
60
89%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Easy
400
300
100
75%
1 - Poor
2 - Average Moderate
Moderate
500
470
30
94%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
High
Easy
200
190
10
95%
1 - Poor
2 - Average Low
Difficult
1000
900
100
90%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Easy
600
550
50
92%
2 - Average
2 - Average High
Easy
465
432
33
93%
2 - Average
2 - Average Low
Moderate
366
356
10
97%
9231
8308
923
90%
Total

The project manager then sorts the 19 schools based on the criteria rankings (academic growth
first, academic absolute performance second, facility condition third, etc.), with the following
results.

School
7
14
16
4
12
5
11
13
17
8
10
18
19
9
1
2
15
3
6

Type
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school

Academic
performance
(growth trend)
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
3 - Good
3 - Good
3 - Good
3 - Good
3 - Good

ACME Example: Choice of high school closures (Step 2)
808 seats can be eliminated at maximum at the high school level
Difficulty
Academic
reaching
Current
Current
performance
Condition of Relative cost of nearest
student
Empty Utilization
(absolute)
facility
operation
alternative
Capacity population seats
rate
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
High
Difficult
550
480
70
87%
1 - Poor
2 - Average Moderate
Moderate
500
470
30
94%
1 - Poor
2 - Average Low
Moderate
1000
900
100
90%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
High
Easy
250
200
50
80%
2 - Average
2 - Average Moderate
Difficult
560
500
60
89%
3 - Good
2 - Average Moderate
Easy
400
380
20
95%
3 - Good
3 - Good
Moderate
Moderate
430
410
20
95%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Easy
400
300
100
75%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Easy
600
550
50
92%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
Low
Easy
700
600
100
86%
2 - Average
2 - Average Moderate
Easy
350
300
50
86%
2 - Average
2 - Average High
Difficult
465
432
33
93%
2 - Average
3 - Good
Low
Difficult
366
356
10
97%
3 - Good
3 - Good
Low
Easy
520
500
20
96%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
High
Difficult
300
270
30
90%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Moderate
500
440
60
88%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
High
Easy
200
190
10
95%
2 - Average
3 - Good
Low
Difficult
700
650
50
93%
3 - Good
1 - Poor
High
Moderate
440
380
60
86%
9231
8308
923
90%
Total

Of those schools displaying poor academic growth in recent years (7, 14, 16, 4, 12, 5 and 11),
three also show poor absolute performance (7, 14 and 16). However, school #7 has a rating of
“Difficult” with regards to nearby alternatives, so it was eliminated from consideration. In
addition, school #16 has a capacity of 1,000 students, and a closure of that school would put the
district at a shortage of seats (remember ACME district is only 808 seats below capacity at the
high school level). Therefore, the superintendent passes over school #7 and school #16 and
selects both school #14 and school #4 to recommend for closure, totaling 750 seats to be
eliminated (see below: selections highlighted in yellow).
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School
7
14
16
4
12
5
11
13
17
8
10
18
19
9
1
2
15
3
6

Type
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school
High school

Academic
performance
(growth trend)
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
2 - Average
3 - Good
3 - Good
3 - Good
3 - Good
3 - Good

ACME Example: Choice of high school closures (Step 3)
808 seats can be eliminated at maximum at the high school level
Difficulty
Academic
reaching
Current
Current
performance
Condition of Relative cost of nearest
student
Empty Utilization
(absolute)
facility
operation
alternative
Capacity population seats
rate
1 - Poor
1 - Poor
High
Difficult
550
480
70
87%
1 - Poor
2 - Average Moderate
Moderate
500
470
30
94%
1 - Poor
2 - Average Low
Moderate
1000
900
100
90%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
High
Easy
250
200
50
80%
2 - Average
2 - Average Moderate
Difficult
560
500
60
89%
3 - Good
2 - Average Moderate
Easy
400
380
20
95%
3 - Good
3 - Good
Moderate
Moderate
430
410
20
95%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Easy
400
300
100
75%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Easy
600
550
50
92%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
Low
Easy
700
600
100
86%
2 - Average
2 - Average Moderate
Easy
350
300
50
86%
2 - Average
2 - Average High
Difficult
465
432
33
93%
2 - Average
3 - Good
Low
Difficult
366
356
10
97%
3 - Good
3 - Good
Low
Easy
520
500
20
96%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
High
Difficult
300
270
30
90%
1 - Poor
3 - Good
Moderate
Moderate
500
440
60
88%
2 - Average
1 - Poor
High
Easy
200
190
10
95%
2 - Average
3 - Good
Low
Difficult
700
650
50
93%
3 - Good
1 - Poor
High
Moderate
440
380
60
86%
9231
8308
923
90%
Total

Note that the team has made an overt choice to de-prioritize utilization (school #13 was not
recommended for closure even though it ranked lowest with 300/400 or only 75 percent
utilization) and has instead focused on academic criteria, facility condition, and available
alternatives as the main inputs to their decision. The leadership’s thinking in the case of low
utilization was that they should be able to move students to these schools to fill many of the
empty seats if the school was rated as worth keeping.
While the focus in the ACME example above is on high schools, the same process must be
undertaken for remaining school levels as well such that all areas of excess seats are addressed.
Ultimately, the superintendent’s office will generate a list of elementary, middle and high
schools to be reviewed by the public and the board before final decisions are made.
How much money will be saved as a result of all closures?
Once the initial list of school closures has been generated by the superintendent’s office, a more
accurate estimate of savings over time can be generated based on specific information about
those individual schools (e.g., principal salary, janitor salary, possible facility re-utilization,
subsidy recapture, etc.). By summing these savings across all schools recommended for closure,
districts can estimate the extent of the impact school closures will have on budget planning in
coming years.
The ACME district started the process by looking at one of the high schools—school #14—in
detail, with the following results. Note that the numbers here vary from those in the earlier
example because, in this case, the details (e.g., principal and custodian compensation, freed up
subsidies, etc.) have been filled in for the specific school in question (school #14). In addition,
because the district will be closing 11 schools, the cost of consultant time and community
engagement have been divided by 11.
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ACME Example: estimated budget impact from closing school #14

Savings (Rev)
Headcount savings
Utilities savings
Facilities re-utilization
Freed up subsidies
Total
Costs
Consultant/ staff time
Community engagement
Facilities/ Moving of equipment
Lost government funds
Total
Net
Total amount released in the budget

Year 5 and
School Year School Year School Year School Year beyond (end
1
2
3
4
state)
Preparation
Schools closed
310,000
310,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
23,000
23,000
160,000
493,000
493,000
4,545
455
5,000

9,091
909
25,000
35,000

4,545
100,000
104,545

(5,000)

(35,000)

55,455

493,000

493,000

5 yr savings
1,146,000

5 yr cost
144,545
5 yr net
1,001,455

The school closing project manager then summed results like the one above across all 11
schools recommended for closure with the following output:
ACME Example: budget summary of closing 11 schools

Savings (Rev)
Headcount savings
Utilities savings
Facilities re-utilization
Freed up subsidies
total
Costs
Consultant/ staff time
Community engagement
Facilities/ Moving of equipment
Lost government funds
Total
Net
Total amount released in the budget

Year 5 and
School Year School Year School Year School Year beyond (end
1
2
3
4
state)
Preparation
Schools closed
3,685,000
3,685,000
1,402,500
1,402,500
1,402,500
275,000
275,000
165,000
165,000
165,000
1,567,500
5,527,500
5,527,500
50,000
5,000
55,000

100,000
10,000
275,000

(55,000)

(385,000)

385,000

50,000

5 yr savings
12,622,500

1,100,000
55,000
1,205,000

55,000
55,000

55,000
55,000

5 yr cost
1,755,000

362,500

5,472,500

5,472,500

5 yr net
10,867,500

By closing these 11 schools, the ACME district will save roughly $11 million over a five-year
period, inclusive of the $1.8 million required to execute the closures. Only $0.6 million of this
savings will be captured during year three (the year the schools actually close), because that is
the year when the brunt of the moving costs are shouldered. No savings occur during years one
and two of the timeline outlined in this tool because the actual student transition doesn’t happen
until the beginning of school year three.
When Seattle Public Schools made plans to close five of its schools in the 2009-10 school year,
it estimated the plan would net a savings of $16.2 million in general operating funds over five
years, including implementation costs of $1.9 million and savings of $18.1 million. While the
estimated savings in Seattle’s example are greater than those estimated for the ACME district,
this is an illustration of the variability in savings that may be captured in different districts.
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For additional detail on the budget impact estimated for Seattle’s 2009-10 school closings, see
Appendix H.
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B. Stakeholder Engagement and Communications
Keys to Success for Stakeholder
Engagement

Questions addressed in this section:
• Who should lead the community
engagement process?
• How does the district establish allies?
• How should the message be crafted?
• How should concerns be addressed?
• How should community meetings be
structured?

In parallel with the decision process
discussed above and extending into the
implementation of school closures (to be
discussed below), a the district should
devise and execute a robust engagement
strategy that encompasses
communications with parents, students,
teachers, staff, unions, the board, local business leaders and anyone else with an interest in
local education. Districts tend to err on the side of too little engagement with too few
stakeholders too late in the process, the results of which can range from school closure
recommendations not being upheld, to angry and frustrated constituents, to students not
reaching their proper facilities in the year after schools are closed. As much as possible, district
leaders should work toward transparency to ensure that the public does not perceive school
closure decisions as being made “behind closed doors.”
The districts contributing to this work identified five key elements to success for stakeholder
engagement:
1. appoint strong leadership
2. establish allies in the community
3. develop a clear and consistent message
4. respond promptly to questions and concerns
5. treat each meeting as a critical event
Each of these is discussed in greater detail below.
1. Appoint strong leadership for the community engagement process
Given the complexity and delicacy of stakeholder engagement, the superintendent must
ultimately be accountable for its success. On a day-to-day basis, however, this portion of the
school closure work is best managed either by a department head as part of their usual duties
(i.e., community engagement) or, if that position does not exist in your district, another senior
district officer with relevant experience. Either way, it is important that there is a single person
responsible for all aspects of community engagement to help ensure that nothing “falls through
the cracks.” The superintendent should appoint someone to this position for the duration of the
school closure process and dedicate a significant portion of his/her own time to its oversight
given its importance.
2. Establish allies and address opposition
During any school closing, certain stakeholders will naturally be aligned with the
recommendations and others will be opposed to them. It is important to understand this context,
identify key stakeholders quickly, and attempt to secure allies. Most noteworthy of this
stakeholder group are the members of the school board, with whom one-on-one meetings
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should be scheduled after the district has recognized the need for closures but before a
preliminary list is presented to the board at an official board meeting.
By addressing individual board members’ concerns early and incorporating their thoughts into
the criteria being used to select schools for closure, they will become more a part of the process
and will be less apt to react negatively at subsequent meetings. This approach was used
successfully by several of the districts contributing to this guide. It is important to note,
however, that some districts do not allow representatives of the district office to communicate
with board members in private, so be sure to check your district’s laws and regulations before
proceeding. In addition, some districts have found it helpful to keep the mayor and the state
board of education chair apprised of the situation as it develops.
Similarly, there will be other members of the community whose input should be sought on a
regular basis. For example, once the preliminary list of closure recommendations is brought
before the board and published, it is helpful to maintain dialogue with union representatives,
address employee association concerns and incorporate teacher/union input into transition plans.
3. Develop the message
Although each district will require a slightly different message, there are some suggested
overarching principles to keep in mind.
Focus on student achievement over the long term. Given that the singular goal of a school
district is to provide the best possible educational options for families, district operators must
be able to explain how school closures fit into the broader approach to meeting this goal. That
is, how will the school closures free up funds (and where will these funds go), move students to
better performing schools, ensure the long-term viability of important programs or some
combination of these ideas? Below are a few examples that may help bring some of this to light.
Ineffective statements
“The district is operating in the red and
this cannot continue.”

Possible alternative
“The fact that the district is operating in
the red prevents us from providing the best
possible educational opportunities to the
children in this community in a sustained
way.”

“On the list for closure are Schools A, B
and C because they each are only 50
percent utilized.”

“On the list for closure are Schools A, B,
and C. The students from these schools
will be moving to nearby schools with
equal or better academic performance.”

“We have determined that at least two
schools will need to be closed to balance
the budget for next year.”

“We recommend that two schools be
closed in order that money currently spent
on empty seats can be recaptured and
applied in other ways to improve the
education that our children receive.”
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Keep it clear, concise and consistent. The rationale for school closures must be
communicated in a way that is easily understood by all members of the community. In addition,
the rationale that a teacher on the east side of town hears in September needs to be the same
rationale that a parent on the west side of town hears in May. Inconsistency in messaging will
lead to confusion and distrust.
Ineffective statements
“Affected teachers will probably be
moved to nearby schools.”

Possible alternative
“Teachers affected by school closures
have already been notified of their status.”

Superintendent: “All excessed teachers
will be given preference for selecting new
positions.”
Deputy Superintendent: “Principals will
have the authority to select from the
excessed teacher population.”

Superintendent: “Excessed teachers will be
given priority for new opportunities, but
principals will have the final say when
choosing between two excessed teachers
for a position.”
Deputy Superintendent: “Excessed
teachers will be given priority for new
opportunities, but principals will have the
final say when choosing between two
excessed teachers for a position.”

“Special Ed students will be taken care
of.”

“All families of affected Special Ed
students have been notified of their
options. We have taken care to ensure that
all programs and facilities available in
previous schools will be provided in the
new environment.”

4. Respond to questions and concerns in a timely fashion
Regardless of the quality of the communications, some level of confusion in the community is
to be expected. For this reason, districts have utilized in-person meetings, websites, or even call
centers to address community questions about school closures (among other things).
Washington D.C. Public Schools has been particularly successful in this realm during their
recent school closures. The chancellor held individual meetings with each of the affected
groups (e.g., teachers’ union, principals, parents’ associations) during the decision-making
process. In addition, the district set up a comprehensive website to ensure that families, staff
and community members had access to current information regarding the process. The website
can be accessed at:
http://edreform.dc.gov/edreform/cwp/view,a,3,q,460386,edreformNav_GID,1452,.asp.
5. Treat every meeting during the school closure process as a critical event
Because of the delicate nature of this topic, the project manager for school closures should
ensure that careful attention is paid to the planning and execution of each meeting during this
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period. In particular, the district staff attendance, facilitator, meeting location, and community
attendance must all be taken into careful consideration.
Meeting facilitator - While facilitation will vary depending on the format and structure of each
meeting, the importance of this role cannot be overstated. For large regional meetings, it is a
good idea to have a senior district staff member or vetted, experienced professional facilitate.
For school-based meetings, having the principal facilitate can be effective, as long as a) that
principal’s continued employment is assured and b) the principal can be trusted to take a
system-wide view of things as opposed to focusing on just their school. Where either of these is
not the case, a vice-principal or district employee will serve.
Location: regional vs. school-based meetings - Regional meetings (for which the attendees
and topics of discussion involve multiple schools) allow for a dialogue that focuses on the
entire plan, rather than a deep dive into specific schools. This approach can be effective early in
the process (see Phase I below) when discussing the fact that closures are needed and the
criteria to be used for determining which schools to close. Moving later into the process (see
Phase III below), school-based meetings become effective as they create a forum for
individuals to voice their concerns about an individual school and ask specific questions about
how the plan will impact their community.
Attendance by senior staff - Community members will pay close attention to which district
staff members are attending each community meeting. Carefully consider who attends each
meeting. If the superintendent attends one school-level meeting but not others, members of the
other school communities may become upset. Conversely, if a junior member of the
superintendent’s staff is the only district staff representative at a large regional meeting,
community members are going to feel that senior leadership doesn’t believe their voices are an
important part of the process.
What community organizations can support the engagement process? - Trusted community
organizations can play a critical role in effective community engagement (e.g., PTA, influential
parents and teachers, etc.). In addition to encouraging people to attend meetings, these groups
can provide valuable feedback on the agenda and format of meetings.
See Appendix I for a PowerPoint presentation used by the DC Public Schools in their
community engagement meetings.
WARNING: TRUE STORY PITFALL
The facilitator who was hired to mediate a regional community meeting fails to gain the respect of
local community members and was sidelined within the first half hour of the meeting. A junior district
office staff member ends up in the position of having to calm a room of 250 angry parents.
LESSON LEARNED: Ensure that facilitators of every meeting are both skilled and respected
by the community. Some external facilitators have proven to be effective, but special care must
be taken in vetting them.
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Execution of Stakeholder Engagement
Although each district will sequence the community engagement process differently, an
effective practice is to divide the engagement into three phases and to anchor them around three
distinct board meetings.
Engagement Phase I: The need for closures
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

The public discussion of the need for closures is the first phase of community engagement
(Phase I) and is structured around the initial board meeting that, as we describe it here, happens
in March of year one. This board meeting will be the first time members of the community are
made aware that school closures are being considered, even though some analysis will have
been underway in the district office prior to this meeting (e.g., Oct – Jan: see section A.
Decision Process above). Most districts find it best to keep that analysis confidential until a
decision has been made to move forward so as not to alarm the community without cause.
The announcement that school closures are under consideration will inevitably lead to
significant anxiety within the community. It is therefore critical that the board meeting, as well
as any subsequent community meetings, also include the following:
• Detailed timeline - This timeline should explain when decisions will be made and at
what points the community will have the opportunity to provide feedback as the plan
evolves.
• Preliminary school closing criteria - District staff should present the draft criteria and
engage in a dialogue with community members to gain their feedback. It is very
important at this stage that no specific schools are discussed. Community members will
be much more able to provide constructive feedback on the criteria if they are not
focused on whether their particular school is on the list.
The initial announcement that school closures are on the district agenda should launch a series
of community meetings to solicit feedback about the preliminary criteria identified for selecting
which schools to close. These meetings are best arranged regionally rather than in a schoolbased way because at this stage the goal is to gather information about how to make the
selection, not whether any individual school should be on the list. District staff must be very
clear on the level of engagement being sought from the community. If the criteria are largely
set and unlikely to change, the community needs to know that so that they do not become
disillusioned with the process. If, on the other hand, some of the criteria are open for discussion,
it is important that the discussion is as bounded as possible (e.g., “Here are four criteria under
consideration by the district. How do you feel about these criteria and are there any others
you’d like to see added?”)
Once the criteria that will be used are refined with community input, the preliminary list of
schools slated for closure should be compiled. Some districts (Pittsburgh, in one example)
engage independent third parties or appoint community commissions to make preliminary
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school closure selections based on agreed-upon criteria so as to eliminate even the hint of bias
in the process.
Engagement Phase II: Initial list of schools recommended for closure
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Phase II of community engagement is centered on the board meeting at which the initial list of
schools recommended for closure will be announced. It is critical to manage this
communication so that district leadership has the opportunity to communicate with the most
impacted stakeholders before they hear from another source that their school is on the list.
Pittsburgh Public Schools implemented a highly effective communication strategy for rolling
out the list of schools identified for possible closure—all communications happened in a single
day in order to avoid slow leakage of information and the uncertainty that accompanies it. The
district conducted one-on-one meetings with board members; trained customer service staff on
how to discuss the issue with parents; informed principals of impacted schools; and finally,
issued a press release and held staff meetings at each of the schools. The official board meeting
was held a day later.
WARNING: TRUE STORY PITFALL
The list of schools identified for closure in a certain
The release of this initial closure list will
district was leaked to the local newspaper before
trigger a series of community meetings to
any school principals had been notified.
solicit feedback on the plan. These
LESSON
LEARNED: Ensure all participants in
gatherings should be a mix of regional
the analysis of possible school closures
(multi-school) and school-based (singleunderstand the importance of a methodical
school) meetings to allow for school vs.
communication strategy. Collect all confidential
school trade-off discussions and individual
documents at the end of meetings. Move as
school questions/concerns, respectively.
quickly as possible to notify principals.
A key message during these meetings is to
emphasize that the decision to close schools is final, but no specific schools have yet been
selected. It is important for community members to realize that they have a voice in the
decision-making process. In many districts, such as Oakland and Washington D.C., final
closure recommendations have been adjusted based on input from the community.

As an example of a community meeting held during this Phase II period, the transcript of a
legally-mandated public hearing held in Seattle to gather feedback on closure recommendations
can be found at:.
http://www.seattleschools.org/area/capacity/publichearing_jscee_012209.pdf
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Engagement Phase III: Finalized list of schools recommended for closure
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Based on community input from Phase II of stakeholder engagement, staff (or an independent
commission) should make any necessary revisions to determine the final list of schools
recommended for closure. Once this list is complete and ready to be shared, a process similar to
that used during Phase II should be enacted. That is, individual stakeholders should be notified
in rapid succession so as to minimize information leakage and prevent people from hearing
about their situation second-hand. For example, one-on-one meetings with board members,
then principals of impacted schools and then a broader release.
Board members will vote on the list (ideally the same day or later that week) once all impacted
stakeholders have been contacted. Because many boards are built such that individual members
represent particular sub-regions and no one wants school closures to happen in their region, it is
better to gather the full list to be voted upon in its entirety as an up or down “yes” or a “no”
vote on the entire package rather than vote based on the merits of closing each individual
school at this time. Please note that local laws and board policy should be consulted to
determine when the vote can occur. In many districts, policy recommendations require 7 to 14
days between the release of final recommendations and the vote.
Assuming the board votes to move forward with school closures, the community engagement
process does not stop there. From that point until students are seated in their new schools, it
will be the responsibility of the engagement team to see to it that family, staff and other
community concerns and questions are addressed in an effective and timely manner. The details
of this are discussed in greater detail within corresponding pieces of the Implementation section
below.
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C. Implementation
Questions answered in this section:
• How should decisions about student re-assignment be made?
• How do you develop revised enrollment and budget projections?
• How will you reassign teachers and school staff?
• What will be done with the closed facilities?
• How will the move plan be developed?

1. Student Re-assignment
All decisions about school closures should be made before the annual student assignment
process (it determines which matriculating and entering students will be going to which
schools) in order that the students from closing schools can be added to this pool.
Step One: Decide on approach to re-assigning students
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

There are two major approaches districts take when re-assigning students: family choice or
automatic re-assignment. Family choice involves selection of a new school by the parents,
whereas automatic re-assignment involves moving students to new schools by a set algorithm.
In the case of automatic re-assignment, the algorithm used should favor destination schools
with higher academic performance, close proximity, and space available to accommodate a
decent-sized cohort of children from a closing school. Districts opting for the family choice
model tend to see better results in terms of community buy-in and general ease of transition;
hence this is the approach most districts recommend where possible. (Note: This approach can
be difficult to implement where a pre-existing, district-wide choice policy is not in place.)
The questions below are designed to help clarify some of the challenges that may surface as a
result of selecting one approach or the other.
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Reassignment
Policy
Family choice

Questions to consider
•
•
•
•

Automatic reassignment

•
•
•
•

Does your district already have a choice policy?
If not, how are decisions going to be made for who gets priority
(e.g., if 10 third-grade students from Closing School X want to
attend Closing School Y but there are only five slots)?
Will re-assigned students receive priority over other transfer
requests?
Will families be allowed to re-locate their student to a distant
school? If so, what is the transportation policy (i.e., what portion
of the transportation will be provided by the district)?
Is there sufficient space for all students at the nearest school?
What will the impact be on the receiving schools? (For example, a
400 student elementary school which has a small learning
community approach may now grow to 600 students)
Will students be assigned to the school nearest the closing school
or to the school nearest their home?
As a result of these re-assignments, will there be any new
transportation needs?

Whichever model the superintendent’s office selects, it is important to understand how such a
policy will be approved. Does it require school board approval? If so, engaging the board early
in this process is critical to ensuring that the decision does not delay the overall school closure
process and leave families unaware of where their child will be attending school in the
meantime.
See Appendix J for an excerpt from a document describing Seattle’s approach to student reassignment, including specifics on “riser” students, Accelerated Progress Programs (APP), and
Special Ed students. For the full complement of materials, please visit the appropriate page on
the Seattle Public Schools website at:
http://www.seattleschools.org/area/capacity/appendix_g.pdf
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Step Two: Calculate capacity
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

Year 3
A S O

J

As a component of the decision process discussed in the first part of this tool, the district will
have determined that there is sufficient capacity across the district to absorb students from the
closing schools (see section IV-A, The Decision Process).However it is now necessary to
identify available capacity at each school and each grade for re-assignment purposes. Refer to
your district’s approach to capacity analysis within the facility and student assignment process
for detailed information about how to do this calculation—the detailed steps required to
perform a capacity analysis are beyond the scope of this tool. The basic principle behind this
analysis goes something like this:
total 11th
grade seat
capacity

-

current 10th
graders

*

modifier for
student
attrition and
predicted
incoming
transfers

=

11th grade
spaces
available at
School X for
next year

The example below describes the results of the ACME school capacity analysis for two schools
in the vicinity of schools recommended for closure.
ACME Example: School 11

Grade
10
11
12
total

Seat capacity
200
200
200
600

ACME Example: School 12

Seats
Seats
accounted for available next
yr
next yr
130
70
150
50
160
40
440
160

Grade
10
11
12
total

Seat capacity
176
160
150
486

Seats
Seats
accounted for available next
yr
next yr
150
26
145
15
120
30
415
71

In seeking seats for 11th-graders, the deputy superintendent has found 50 available at School
#11 and #15 available at School #12. Because ACME district has selected family choice as the
method by which students will be re-assigned, the deputy superintendent will use these
numbers to ensure that, for example, only the first 15 students that will be 11th-graders next
year and wish to attend School #12 will be allowed to do so.
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Step Three: Apply chosen re-assignment policy and inform families
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Immediate communication with families is critical. Ideally, all families should receive a letter
with details regarding the re-assignment process within one to two weeks after the formal
decision has been made to close the school (see Appendix K for a sample letter). Multiple
meetings should be held to provide an opportunity for families to learn about the re-assignment
process. Whenever possible, additional resources (e.g., student assignment office
representatives, school staff) should be fully dedicated to helping families with the reassignment process for one to two months following the school closure decisions.
Please note on the timelines that the student re-assignment process (choosing a re-assignment
methodology, calculating free capacity in nearby schools) happens alongside the decisionmaking process regarding which schools will close (See overall timeline in section III-A of this
document to compare timeframes). Although re-assignment cannot be completed until the final
schools are selected for closure, it is important to do as much of the internal work as possible in
anticipation of these decisions.
Communication with families should not end once students are assigned to their new schools. It
is critical that the first day back in school be as smooth a transition as possible for these
families. Some families will not be aware that their school has been closed no matter how many
flyers are sent home or community meetings are held. District representatives should be present
at each closing school on the first day of school to re-route any students who arrive unaware.
Additional support should also be provided for the receiving schools on day one to ensure that
enrollment of new students runs smoothly. Schools receiving a large number of students from
the same school should hold integration and induction events in the spring or over the summer
to ease the transition.
Step Four: Redraw attendance boundaries
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Regardless of which strategy is selected for student re-assignment, attendance boundaries will
need to be redrawn to ensure that each area of town has one or more neighborhood schools.
However, how attendance boundaries are re-drawn will be impacted by both the re-assignment
policy (automatic vs. family choice) and capacity analysis. For example, if you decide that all
students from closing School B should be assigned to School A, then School A’s attendance
boundary will grow to fully absorb that of School B (see lower path in the illustration below).
However, if students will be split up across the district or if parents will chose, then closing
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School B’s attendance boundary may be split between Schools A, C and D (see upper path
below).

It is likely that your district has redrawn attendance boundaries at least once before, so the
people involved in that previous effort will be valuable sources of advice and knowledge.
Some common issues to consider are:
• Will walking students now need to cross large freeways to get to their new
neighborhood school?
• How will families’ access to transportation (district buses and/or public transportation)
be impacted by the new boundaries?
• How will new boundaries impact feeder patterns (e.g., all students from X elementary
school attend Y middle school and Z high school) that communities members have
become dependent on?
See Appendix L for a sample board memo regarding attendance boundary adjustments.

2. Revised Enrollment Projections and School Budgets
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

All decisions regarding school closures should be made before the annual budgeting process.
Failure to adhere to this timeline will result in significant frustration, confusion and inefficient
use of staff time, particularly if your district’s budgeting process involves a level of principal
autonomy over their schools’ budgets. If decisions are made according to the appropriate
timeline, the annual budgeting process can simply run as planned with the updated portfolio of
schools which will be open in the following year.
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School-level enrollment projections in most districts are generally created in late fall so that
they can be ready in time for the budgeting cycle. As such, projections will most likely need to
be revised as soon as school closure decisions are made to reflect the changes. However, this
process can be much smoother if the demographer or individual responsible for enrollment
projections is kept informed of the recommendations. Ideally, she should prepare projections
under several scenarios so that the final figures can be quickly determined once decisions are
made.
The ACME district High School #11, which was discussed earlier in this document, had 440
occupied seats originally accounted for in the budget for the following year, but because of a
nearby school closure, there are now expected to be 525 students attending this high school
next year (shown below). Therefore the budget must be adjusted upward accordingly.
ACME Example: School 11 before

Grade
10
11
12
total

Seat capacity
200
200
200
600

ACME Example: School 11 after

Seats
Seats
accounted for available next
yr
next yr
130
70
150
50
160
40
440
160

Grade
10
11
12
total

Seat capacity
200
200
200
600

Seats
Seats
accounted for available next
yr
next yr
160
40
180
20
185
15
525
75

The fact that 85 “extra” students will be attending High School #11 next year means around
three additional teachers must be brought on and the total budget for the school year will be
around $500,000 higher than expected (assuming funding to be in the range of $10,000 per
student per year).

3. Re-assignment of Teachers and School Staff
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Once the district has a reasonable estimate as to where
the students will be going, it can move forward with staff
Topics covered in this section:
reassignment. Staff re-assignment processes and
• How should decisions
timelines will vary for each district, depending on local
about teacher and staff recollective bargaining agreements. It is important to
assignment be made?
understand the timelines associated with your district’s
• What are some strategies
annual assignment processes so as to ensure that closure
for communicating with
decisions are made before the placement of classified and
teachers and staff?
certificated staff. The district should also engage
proactively with bargaining units. Union leadership needs to understand the rationale behind
school closures and the reasons why certain schools have been selected. Failure to
communicate with these units will place significant additional strain on what is already a
challenging process politically.
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Step One: Determine approach to staff re-assignment
Staff re-assignment policies will be dependent on your local contracts. The scenarios listed
below suggest how these contracts might be interpreted.

Reassignment Policy
Strictest
Staff will simply be assigned based on
collective bargaining agreements’
treatment of “involuntarily transferred”
or “excessed” teachers

Issues for Consideration
• Will the unions file a complaint that some of
their members are not being treated fairly?
• How will the culture of certain schools be
impacted by receiving a large number of
teachers who don’t want to be there?

Most Lenient
Staff from closing schools will receive
special priority – either over all teachers
(e.g., have “bumping rights”) or over
other transfer requests

•
•
•

Will the unions file a complaint that some of
their members are not being treated fairly?
What sort of precedent is set for future
decisions if these teachers are given
preferential rights?
How will the culture of schools be impacted
when certain teachers are “bumped”?

Step Two: Hold staff meetings at all impacted schools
As soon as possible after closure decisions are made, staff meetings should be held at all
closing schools. Each school will require separate meetings for all of the different bargaining
units represented since each group will have different rights and timelines depending on their
contracts. We recommend that these meetings be co-led by the area superintendent and a
representative from human resources. Central office staff should prepare detailed hand-outs
addressing all anticipated questions. Common question include:
• Am I guaranteed a job next year?
• If I lose my job, what happens with my retirement?
• Will “excessed” teachers be offered early retirement?
• How will I be assigned to a new school?
• When will I be assigned to a new school?
• Will I be guaranteed a position teaching the same subject and grade level?
• How are all of the things from my
WARNING: TRUE STORY PITFALL
classroom going to be moved to
In
one
school
district,
HR was scrambling at the last minute to
the new school?
It is important that the central office staff
facilitating these meetings have clear and
consistent answers to these questions.
Although many teachers may be upset that

make policy decisions about the timeline and process by which
teachers from closed schools would be placed. As a result, an
outdated timeline appeared at one staff meeting presentation. A
representative of the union, who was collecting presentations from
all these meetings, discovered the discrepancy and became very
angry. Teachers were further confused and frustrated about how
their placement was going to be determined.
LESSON LEARNED: Finalize decisions about how staff will be
re-assigned prior to school closure announcements so as to
35 last minute chaos. Ensure that all materials shared with
avoid
school staff are consistent across the district.

their school is closing, their frustration often stems from the fact that their future job placement
is uncertain. It is critical that they receive a consistent and clear description of the process.
Appendices M, N, and O provide examples of communications with teachers and bargaining
units.

4. Use of Facilities from Closed Schools
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

There are several alternatives for how a closing school’s facility can be used. Although the
specifics will vary depending on district-level circumstances, some issues for consideration are:

Possible Scenario
Repurposing for another
district use

Issues for Consideration
• Will the building be re-used for education purpose?
• If not, consider the community response to moving
students out and replacing with, for example, district office
personnel.

Lease, sell or donate to a
charter school

•
•

Sale or non-charter school
lease

•
•

If your state has laws regarding use of district facilities by
charter schools, this may be the option that you are
required to use.
Depending on state laws or district policy regarding rental
rates, revenue from this alternative may not be allowed.
Are there state or city laws that prohibit use of this option?
If the building will be uninhabited for a period of time
before a buyer or permanent tenant is identified, it is
important to have a process in place for “mothballing” the
building so as to avoid costly vandalism or other damage
(refer to your district protocols for more information on
selling or leasing a facility).

Depending on the number of school closures, it may be better to remove the district from
making decisions about what to do with these “extra” facilities. For example, in 2008, the 23
school buildings closed by Washington, D.C. Public Schools were turned over to the city office
of property management to identify property usage.
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5. Miscellaneous School Operations
There are numerous operational details
associated with school closures. It is important
to create an implementation team and work plan
as soon as the school closure list is final to
ensure that all of these details run smoothly.

Topics covered in this section:
• Move Plan
• State, Federal and Private Grants
• Necessary Notifications
• Student Cumulative Records

Move Plan
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Once student re-assignment and facility use decisions have been made, it will be necessary to
create a plan for how all the necessary furniture, textbooks, IT equipment and other assets will
be moved.
Step One: Inventory
The project manager will determine what level of inventorying is necessary. Because it is
common for valuable items to disappear during a transition related to school closure, we
recommend an approach that is more rigorous than the usual year-end inventory process.
Important items such as technology equipment should be recorded by the central IT department.
Furniture and supplies can be recorded by representatives designated by the principal. All items
should be accounted for upon delivery to the receiving school.
Step Two: Develop move plan and budget
This work is best coordinated by a representative from the facilities department. Move
timelines should be very specific so as to ensure a) there is sufficient time to pack before
movers arrive, and b) furniture/assets arrive at the new building with sufficient time to prepare
for the next school year. Identifying a budget for the move may be challenging as the facilities
department may not perceive that they “own” this process. Because of this common reluctance,
it is important that the district make accountability for this process clear (and preferably lie
with the facilities department) and allocate funds accordingly. As mentioned in a previous
section, moves such as these tend to cost in the range of $75,000 to $150,000 per closing school
for packing, cleaning, moving, etc.
Step Three: Packing
Teachers will often be expected to pack their own classrooms. Where resources are available,
support should be provided to assist in this process, either through consultancy with the moving
companies or with the facilities department.
Step Four: Move
Be sure that a representative from the receiving school will be available when furniture and
equipment arrives so as to ensure that they have control over where the items are placed.
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A sample memo to principals regarding packing and move procedures can be found in
Appendix P.
State, Federal or Private Grants
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

The closing school may be receiving school-specific grants as a result of their academic
performance or for other reasons. The person in charge of this funding source should
communicate with grant making organizations as soon as possible, as they may consider
transferring the funds to the receiving school, particularly if the closing school is merging
entirely into another school.
Student Cumulative Records
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

A plan should be put in place for moving all records to the receiving school. These records
often get lost in the shuffle of school closure, a scenario which can create significant confusion
for years. Ideally, these records should be moved prior to the move of assets and through a
separate mechanism (records should not be moved with the furniture and general supplies sent
to destination schools via movers). The attendance clerk or equivalent at the school can
separate the files into groups based on destination school, then, though it is a rote task, either
the project manager in charge of closures or a designated senior representative from the student
assignment office should physically move these files to their destination schools. Extra care
should be taken to ensure that all special education students’ Individualized Education
Programs (IEPs) are transitioned appropriately.
WARNING: TRUE STORY PITFALL
A ninth-grader from a closing school was re-assigned to a nearby high
school. There was no system to ensure that all student records from the
closing school were accurately transferred to the receiving school. When
the student applied for community college three years later, his new high
school could not find the files. The community college would not accept
the student without these records.
LESSON LEARNED: Implement a very careful process for ensuring
that all cumulative student records are moved to the appropriate
location
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Notification of Closures
Closure Timeline
Year 1
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 2
A S O N D J F M A M J

J

Year 3
A S O

Any entity that interfaces with the closing school will need to be notified of the closure
decision as soon as possible. Examples include:
• County and state education offices. Refer to county and state websites to learn what
information is required to notify them of a school closure; a school board-approved
resolution is generally necessary.
• Food services
• After-school programming
• All city agencies that provide services at the school (e.g., health protective services,
department of mental health).
• PTA councils
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V. Conclusion
A difficult and often divisive task, closing schools is something that every school district
eventually faces. While some operators are accustomed to this challenge because of the
frequency with which it happens in their district (in the best cases as a step in regularly
trimming and improving upon a portfolio of schools), others face it so infrequently that there is
no continuity between this time and the last. For those who may be less accustomed to closing
schools, we hope to have provided you with a comprehensive framework and some of the tools
necessary to make this task a manageable one. Equally important, we hope you will use this
guide to identify challenges in the school closure process early on—and to mobilize resources
to address them.
Only by facing school closures with an empowered leader, ongoing engagement with the
community, perseverance through to implementation, a reasonable timeline, and a sharp,
unwavering eye on better educational opportunities for students will districts achieve the most
favorable results from school closures. By learning from the successes and failures of efforts
highlighted in this guide, district operators will be better positioned to run smoother, less
rancorous, and ultimately more successful closure efforts. Ultimately, this will aid in the effort
to redirect district dollars to where they can have the greatest impact on our children’s future.
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VI. Appendices
CONTENTS
Appendix A: Accelerated School Closure Timeline
This timeline describes how the school closure process might be accelerated from 18 months to
12 months (first board meeting to actual relocation of students and staff). Note that there is a
greater risk of stakeholder dissatisfaction in this model.
Appendix B: Functional Capacity Approach (Seattle)
This document describes the approach Seattle Public Schools took in the 2008-2009 school
year to determine the number of total “seats” present in their school system.
Appendix C: Functional Capacity Analysis (Seattle)
These documents describe the results of Seattle Public Schools’ 2008-2009 functional capacity
analysis.
Appendix D: Analysis of Number of Schools to be Closed (Pittsburgh)
This PowerPoint document was used by Pittsburgh Public Schools in 2005 to frame the supply
and demand argument to the local community.
Appendix E: Examples of Criteria Used for Recent School Closures
These documents were developed by Oakland Unified School District and Charleston County
School District in order to describe the criteria they would each use to determine which schools
would be closed.
Appendix F: Facilities Planning School Board Policy (Dallas)
This planning document was developed by the Dallas ISD school board to formalize the
district’s approach to school closures.
Appendix G: SPI Academic Criteria for Selecting Closing Schools (Pittsburgh)
This is an op-ed published in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on the topic of Pittsburgh Public
Schools and the SPI.
Appendix H: Budget Impact of School Closures (Seattle)
These documents provide details on the budget impact estimated for Seattle’s 2009-10 school
closings.
Appendix I: Sample Community Engagement Materials (Washington, D.C.)
This is a PowerPoint presentation used by the DC Public Schools in their community
engagement meetings.
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Appendix J: Student Re-assignment Criteria (Seattle)
These materials are an excerpt from a document describing Seattle’s approach to student reassignment, including specifics on “riser” students, Accelerated Progress Programs (APP), and
Special Ed students. For the full complement of materials, please visit the appropriate page on
the Seattle Public Schools website at:
http://www.seattleschools.org/area/capacity/appendix_g.pdf
Appendix K: Letter to Families Regarding Student Assignment (Oakland)
This is a letter written by Oakland Unified School District to parents and caregivers with details
regarding the re-assignment process. It was sent one week after the formal decision was made
to close Sherman School.
Appendix L: Boundary Adjustment Memo (Oakland)
This is a sample board memo regarding attendance boundary adjustments from Oakland
Unified School District.
Appendix M: Staffing FAQ (Boston)
This is a FAQ that Boston Public Schools used to help address questions that school staff might
have in response to school closures.
Appendix N: Communication to teachers (Washington, D.C.)
This is a communication that was sent by DC Public Schools to teachers whose schools were
being closed to describe the approach that would be taken regarding teacher re-assignment.
Appendix O: MOA with teachers union (Washington, D.C.)
This is a memorandum of agreement between DC public schools and the teachers’ union. It
describes the rules that would apply to teacher re-assignment in closing and receiving schools.
Appendix P: Memo to Closing Schools Regarding Packing and Move Procedures
(Oakland)
This is a sample memo that Oakland Unified School District sent to principals regarding
packing and move procedures. It describes the protocol that was to be followed for shutting
down schools and transferring important documents and materials from closing to receiving
schools.
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Appendix A: Accelerated School Closure Timeline
This timeline describes how the school closure process might be accelerated from 18 months to 12 months (first board meeting to
actual relocation of students and staff). Note that there is a greater risk of stakeholder dissatisfaction in this model.
School Closure Timeline (reduced to 1 year)
= duration of workstream

Year 1
Year 2
Oct Nov Dec Jan FFeb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Activity

Prep and planning
Decision Process - do we close schools and, if so, which ones?
Balancing the budget: the role of school closures
Identification of maximum number of seats that could be eliminated
Identification of initial criteria to select schools for closing
Revision of criteria based on community feedback
Evaluation of all schools against criteria: select initial list
Revision of school closing list based on community feedback
Community engagement and communications
Engagement: Phase I: The need for school closures
Engagement: Phase II: Initial list of schools for closure
Engagement: Phase III: Finalized list of schools for closure
Implementation - execution of school closures
1. Student Assignment
Policy decision: how students will be re-assigned
Facilities capacity analysis
Re-draw attendance boundaries
Application of re-assignment policy and informing of families
Integrating students from closing schools into new schools
2. Revised Enrollment Projections & School Budgets
Create multiple enrollment scenarios
Finalize enrollment projections
Generate school budgets (using district timeline)
3. Staff Reassignment
Decide upon approach to staff reassignment
Staff meetings with all impacted staff
Staff re-assignment (using district timeline)
4. Use of Facilities
Determine new use for closing schools' facilities
5. Miscellaneous School Operations
School Moves
Develop comprehensive move plan for closing schools
Inventory all closing buildings
Implement move
State, Federal & Private Grants
Identify discretionary funding and seek transfer options
Student Cumulative Records
Develop a plan to transfer and/or store records
Implement transfer of records
Notifications of School Closure
Notify all district entities (food services, after school, etc)
Notify state and county departments of education

Post-board decision-making

Implementation

BM1
BM2
BM3
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Year 3
Aug Sep

Appendix B: Functional Capacity Approach (Seattle)
This document describes the approach Seattle Public Schools took in the 2008-2009 school
year to determine the number of total “seats” present in their school system.
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Appendix C: Functional Capacity Analysis (Seattle)
These documents describe the results of Seattle Public Schools’ 2008-2009 functional capacity
analysis.
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Appendix D: Analysis of Number of Schools to be Closed (Pittsburgh)
This PowerPoint document was used by Pittsburgh Public Schools in 2005 to frame the supply
and demand argument to the local community.

Right-Sizing the District
• Structured for nearly 50,000 students
• Serving 32,000, projecting 30,000 in 2008-09
Declining PPS Enrollment
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Right-Sizing the District
• Inefficient utilization of facilities
– 1 in 3 seats will be empty in 2006-07
• Operating expenses larger than revenues
– By $47 million next year
• 44 schools below optimal enrollment
– Inequitable use of resources
Right-sizing will allow us to focus resources
on improving student achievement.
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Appendix E: Examples of Criteria Used for Recent School Closures
These documents were developed by Oakland Unified School District and Charleston
County School District in order to describe the criteria they would each use to determine
which schools would be closed.

OAKLAND

Right Sizing Plan: Criteria
Category
Enr ollment

Neighbor hood
Residential
C hange

Equity

Academic
(O USD T ier ing
Cr iter ia)

Criteria

Rationale

Curren t
Enrollment

• Current enrollment directly impacts the current sustainability of each
school
• The facility size will be taken into account: some schools are limited in
how large they can grow because they are located in small buildings

Curren t
Residents

• Current OUSD Board Policy values access to neighborhood schools. The
number of residents in each attendance area therefore needs to be
factored into the criteria

Future Residents

• Although OUSD is losing enrollment across the district, certain
neighbor hoods are projected to lose more residents than other
neighbor hoods over the next 5 years

Proximity to
Historical
Closure

• Certain neighbor hoods have been disproportionately impacted by
historical school closures; it is important that this is factored into the
criteria

Free / Reduced
Lunch %

• Certain schools have more students who qualify for Free/Reduced Lunc h
than other schools; it is important that this is factored into the criteria so
that the plan impacts a diverse range of schools across the city

Absolute
Performance

• All schools should be meeting NCLB Adequate Yearly Progress targets

Student level
Growth

• All schools should be improving the performance of each student,
regardless of how the student performed before they entered the school

Closing
Achievement Gap

• All schools should be closing the achievement gap between the lowest
performing subgr oup and the overall school performance

8
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CHARLESTON COUNTY

School Redesign Criteria Definitions
I. Educational Quality: Provides a summary of the academic achievement of the individual
school
A. Adequate Yearly Progress – Indicates whether the school met a measure by which the
district is held accountable; determines whether students on average are making progress
towards meeting state academic content standards
B. Absolute Rating – Conveys the value of the school’s level of performance based on
factors associated with student success during the school year (on state report card)
C. Improvement Rating – Measures a school’s progress since the previous year
(on state
report card)
D. Program Standards/Fidelity of Mission – Compares course offering and activities to
school action designs; for magnet schools, demonstrates whether the school remained
true to the original mission of the school as approved by the county board

II. Demographic Factors: Summarizes data specific to the individual school and geographic area
A. Enrollment Decline – Tracks enrollment trends over the past 10 years
B. Enrollment vs. Building Capacity – Measures the school’s enrollment compared to the
capacity of the building
C. Population Trends – Measures the current and past attendance zone population
D. Per Pupil Cost – Total cost to educate each student per year

III. Facility Conditions: Summarizes the condition of the physical school building and the land
where it resides
A. Building Condition – Rates the condition of the building
B. Campus Size – Measures the size of the school campus in relation to optimal campus size
C. Time and Miles to Nearest School – Time and distance it takes to get to nearest school
D. Available Space in Nearest School – Amount of space in nearest school
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Appendix F: Facilities Planning School Board Policy (Dallas)
This planning document was developed by the Dallas ISD school board to formalize the
district’s approach to school closures.
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Appendix G: SPI Academic Criteria for Selecting Closing Schools
(Pittsburgh)
This is an op-ed published in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on the topic of Pittsburgh
Public Schools and the SPI.
By Brian Gill
This commentary appeared in Pittsburgh Post-Gazette on December 4, 2005.
Closing schools is never an easy or pleasant decision. Parents understandably want their local schools to stay open, as
do educators and neighborhood advocates. School boards around the nation have often chosen which schools to close
based on the strength of community opposition to closures. If closing School A sparks more protest than closing School
B, School B gets closed.
But Pittsburgh Public Schools Superintendent Mark Roosevelt wanted to put the interests of Pittsburgh's children first.
He determined that decisions about school closings should consider, above all, their effect on the achievement of
Pittsburgh's students. He wants a district that is "right-sized" so that its resources are used most effectively in raising
student achievement. The superintendent therefore turned to the Rand Corp. to obtain information about the
performance of individual schools across the district.
Making use of a comprehensive electronic data system developed by the Pittsburgh Public Schools, Rand analyzed
Pittsburgh's student achievement data, creating a new School Performance Index on a scale from one to four. Results
for each school were published in a Rand report and in the Post-Gazette. (The full report is available at
www.rand.org/publications/WR/WR315/)
Parents and educators may be wondering what the School Performance Index (SPI) means, and why the district did not
use existing, publicly available measures. The proportion of students achieving proficiency on state exams, for
example, is the measure used for accountability purposes under the federal No Child Left Behind Act, and it has also
been used by the Allegheny Conference in assigning grades to schools across the region.
Although the proportion of students achieving proficiency is an important measure of achievement in a school, it does
not distinguish the education provided by the school from the education a child receives outside of school, from family,
peers and community.
Superintendent Roosevelt's aim is to close schools that are not effective at raising the achievement of the students they
serve, regardless of the educational advantages that those students bring to school with them. He therefore needs a
measure that attempts to identify each school's contribution to increasing the achievement of its students. Without such
a measure, the district might inadvertently close schools that are effectively raising the achievement of the students they
serve, sending students to schools that have higher average proficiency results but that will be less effective in raising
the achievement of those students.
No statistical analysis can perfectly assess a school's contribution to student achievement, but a variety of methods,
when applied carefully to high-quality achievement data, can provide much better information about school effects than
is available from a snapshot of the proportion of students achieving proficiency. Rand used three different methods of
analyzing school effects — each of which has advantages and disadvantages — combining them to create an SPI that is
more robust than any single analytic method.
These methods examine achievement results for individual students over time, to assess their achievement gains and to
examine how their achievement varies when they attend different schools. We also use information on student
background characteristics — including poverty, special education status and family structure, among others — to
account for some of the differences in the out-of-school academic resources of students who enroll at different schools
in Pittsburgh. The aim of each of these methods, combined into the four-point SPI, is to fairly estimate the school's
contribution to student achievement.
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Schools that earn an SPI of four are among the strongest in Pittsburgh at raising the achievement of the students they
enroll, according to our best estimate. The educators in Pittsburgh's 13 "four-star" schools, which encompass all grade
levels and regions of the city, deserve praise.
SPI results do not always correspond to average proficiency results or to assessments of "adequate yearly progress"
under No Child Left Behind. Pittsburgh has some high-performing schools that have not been previously recognized as
such. Proficiency levels at these schools are not at the top of the scale, but the schools are serving disadvantaged
students who are making larger gains than those of other students in the district.
Arsenal Middle School, for example, took a group of students who entered the school with only 14 percent achieving
proficiency in math and raised their proficiency rate to 44 percent by the time they finished. Conversely, Pittsburgh also
has a few schools with high levels of achievement and disappointing performance. These schools are serving relatively
advantaged students who, Rand's analyses suggest, should be doing even better.
Although the SPI was created for the limited purpose of informing urgent decisions about school closings, it will
undoubtedly be used by educators and parents for other purposes as well. With additional evaluation and development,
the analytic methods used for the SPI may serve a variety of purposes in the future.
Rand is now working with the Pittsburgh city schools to develop a new school accountability system, compatible with
federal requirements, which will examine the annual achievement growth of students in each school as one factor for
determining "adequate yearly progress" under NCLB.
Still, the SPI results should be interpreted cautiously. No statistical method can unequivocally distinguish school effects
from the effects of families, peers and communities. Moreover, the SPI measures only reading and math results. It
doesn't assess the extent to which students are learning science, the arts, and civic skills.
Parents who are examining SPI results should keep these limitations in mind. There is no substitute for visiting schools
and classrooms and talking with teachers, principals and other parents. We encourage parents to consider a wide variety
of information in their assessment of the suitability of the school for their own child.
Despite these limitations, the SPI represents an important input to the district's realignment process and a key first step
in larger efforts to improve instructional performance and student achievement across Pittsburgh. Challenges remain
ahead. To reap an academic benefit from closing low-performing schools, the district will have to ensure that schools
receiving new students have the capacity and the staff to perform better than the closed schools.
In the longer term, the development of the SPI points toward more ambitious analyses that will identify the key features
of Pittsburgh's high-performing schools, laying the groundwork for system-wide improvement of school performance.

Brian Gill is a social scientist in the Pittsburgh office of the Rand Corp., a nonprofit research organization
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Appendix H: Budget Impact of School Closures (Seattle)
These documents provide details on the budget impact estimated for Seattle’s 2009-10
school closings.
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Appendix I: Sample Community Engagement Materials (Washington,
D.C.)
This is a PowerPoint presentation used by the DC Public Schools in their community
engagement meetings.
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Appendix J: Student Re-assignment Criteria (Seattle)
These materials are an excerpt from a document describing Seattle’s approach to student
re-assignment, including specifics on “riser” students, Accelerated Progress Programs
(APP), and Special Ed students. For the full complement of materials, please visit the
appropriate page on the Seattle Public Schools website at:
http://www.seattleschools.org/area/capacity/appendix_g.pdf
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Appendix K: Letter to Families Regarding Student Assignment (Oakland)
This is a letter written by Oakland Unified School District to parents and caregivers with details
regarding the re-assignment process. It was sent one week after the formal decision was made
to close Sherman School.

Oakland Unified School District
1025 Second Avenue, Room 301
Oakland, CA 94606

March 5, 2007
Dear Sherman parent/caregiver:
As you are likely aware, Dr. Statham has made the decision to close Sherman school at the end
of this school year.
We recognize that this will be a very difficult transition for you and your student. We are
committed to working with each individual family to ensure that your student is enrolled in a
high quality educational option for the 2007-2008 school year. To work with you through these
transitions, we have the following meetings scheduled:
•
•
•
•

Thursday, March 15th at 7:30 AM
Thursday, March 15th at 6:30 PM
Monday, March 19th at 7:30 AM
Monday, March 19th at 6:30 PM

All meetings will be held in the Sherman Elementary School Auditorium. We strongly
encourage you to attend one of these important meetings so that we can support you to select a
high quality elementary school for your student.
In addition to these scheduled meetings, we are enclosing an options form which you can fill
out and send directly to:
Student Assignment Office
1098 Second Avenue, Portable 18
Oakland, CA 94606
Options forms will also be available in the Sherman main office for your convenience. Please
feel free to contact me anytime at (510) 879-2923. I am committed to helping each and every
family through this difficult transition time.
Regards,
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Appendix L: Boundary Adjustment Memo (Oakland)
This is a sample board memo regarding attendance boundary adjustments from Oakland
Unified School District.
OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Community Accountability

TO:

Kimberly Statham, State Administrator
Board of Education

FROM:

Kirsten Vital, Chief of Community Accountability

SUBJECT: Maxwell Park Attendance Boundary

ACTION REQUESTED
Approval by State Administrator of Resolution No. 0607-0156 for the expansion of the
Maxwell Park attendance area to include the current Sherman Elementary School attendance
area.
DISCUSSION
On February 28th, the State Administrator made the decision to close Sherman Elementary
School, effective June 30, 2006. As such, there is an identified need for the area currently
comprising the Sherman attendance area to be absorbed into another attendance area.
Maxwell Park is located in close proximity to Sherman elementary – approximately one mile
away. The Maxwell Park facility has capacity to hold approximately 460 students. Based on
2006-2007 data, the number of elementary school students living in the current Sherman
attendance area who attend OUSD schools is 190 students. Based on 2006-2007 data, the
number of elementary school students living in the current Maxwell Park attendance who
attend OUSD schools is 251. The facility capacity at Maxwell Park (460 seats) is sufficient to
hold the number of students living in both the Sherman and Maxwell Park neighborhoods
(190+251 = 441 students). Elementary school attendance is projected to decline in both
neighborhoods over the next five years.
The addresses identified in Table 1 will be moved from the current Sherman attendance
boundary to the Maxwell Park attendance boundary. The addresses indicated are provided for
informational purposes only and are based upon the most current information available to the
District as of this resolution. Any new addresses in the area within Sherman’s current
attendance area, either through corrected information or new development, will be considered
part of the new Maxwell Park attendance area.
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Table 1 – Addresses To Be Moved From Sherman To Maxwell Park Attendance Areas
Address Range
2461-2499
2500-3099
2600-3099
2600-3099
2900-3099
2600-3099
2700-3099
2800-3099
2600-2699
2800-3199
5300-6199
5351-5499
5500-5700
5000-5198
5200-5499
5900-6198
5300-5499
1-13
5200-5655
5700-6199
5200-5499
2601-2623
5700-5899
5501-5699
5000-5839
5841-5899
2701-3099
3100-3199
3201-3351
2500-2599
2900-3099
3200-3299
2800-3349
5526-6099
5518-5729
5300-5499
5500-5899
3301-3599
5400-5899
5518-5724
2601-3099
3320-3620
5950-6248
3300-3599
5300-5899

Street Name
55th Ave
55th Ave
56th Ave
57th Ave
58th Ave
60th Ave
61st Ave
62nd Ave
Beal Ave
Birdsall Ave
Brann St
Brookdale Ave
Brookdale Ave
Camden St
Camden St
Camden St
El Camile Ave
Faculty Rd
Fleming Ave
Foothill Blvd
Hillen Dr
Kingsland Ave
Kingsley Cir
La Verne Ave
Macarthur Blvd
Macarthur Blvd
Madera Ave
Madera Ave
Madera Ave
Mason St
Millsbrae Ave
Millsview Ave
Morcom Ave
Morse Dr
N Picardy Dr
Normandie Ave
Picardy Dr
Pierson St
Roberts Ave
S Picardy Dr
Seminary Ave
Seminary Ave
Seminary Ave
Simmons St
Walnut St

Side(s) of Street
Odd only (*)
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Odd only
Even and Odd
Odd only (*)
Even and Odd
Even only (**)
Even and Odd
Even only
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even only
Even and Odd
Odd only (*)
Even and Odd
Odd
Even and Odd
Odd only
Odd only (*)
Even and Odd
Odd only (*)
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Odd only (*)
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even only
Even only
Even and Odd
Even and Odd
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1-99
3200-3499
5300-5499

Wyman Pl
Wyman St
Yuba Ave

Even and Odd
Even and Odd
Even and Odd

(*) The even side of the street is already in the Maxwell Park attendance area
(**) The odd side of the street is already in the Maxwell Park attendance area
Refer to Figure 1 for a map of the proposed new Maxwell Park attendance area.
Figure 1 – Map Of Proposed New Maxwell Park Attendance Area
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RECOMMENDATION
Approval by State Administrator of Resolution No. 0607-0156 for the expansion of the
Maxwell Park attendance area to include the current Sherman Elementary School attendance
area.
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Appendix M: Staffing FAQ (Boston)
This is a FAQ that Boston Public Schools used to help address questions that school staff might
have in response to school closures.
Frequently Asked Questions – Staffing
I am a school principal/headmaster and my school is being impacted. What should I do
with regard to staffing for next year?
First off, constant communication with your Staffing Manager will help guide you through this
process. HR representatives will be at the impacted schools throughout October to help work
with you and your staff. We also plan to be out again in December, when more clarity around
each school’s staffing is known. Each school is in a slightly different situation, and so there is
no standard answer. We plan to work with you and your staff individually to get the answers
that you need. In some cases, clarity around the staffing implications for your staff may not be
known until after the budgeting and staffing processes for all schools have been completed in
January.
What does it mean if I am excessed?
Permanent, tenured teachers in some affected schools will be excessed as the teaching positions
at these schools have been eliminated. In schools where only some positions have been
eliminated, teachers are excessed in reverse seniority order. An excess status means that, as a
permanent BTU member, you are entitled to another position in your program area elsewhere
in the district if one is available. The questions below further outline this assignment process.
How do the Transfer and Excess processes work?
The permanent teacher Transfer Posting will be available in February 2009. This posting will
be open for 10 school days online at the BPS Career Center, and will enable permanent BTU
teachers to apply to openings in their program areas. Following this application period, school
leaders and their school site council will interview applicants and select the best one for the job.
If two or more qualified applicants apply for the position through the Transfer Posting, one
must be selected by the building principal or headmaster.
Excess pools will be held in March 2009. The excess pools allow each unassigned permanent
teacher an opportunity to bid, in seniority order, on three positions within his or her program
area. School leaders will have an opportunity to describe their position at the pool before
bidding. It will be important for all excessed staff to attend these meetings. Afterwards,
principals will be provided with the names of those who have bid on each opening and will
meet with each candidate, rank them, and submit those preferences to HR, who will ultimately
confirm all assignments. Permanent teachers are guaranteed one of the three choices that they
have bid on in the excess process.
What if, after the excess pools, not all permanent teachers are assigned?
Human Resources will offer any newly-identified vacancies to excessed permanent teachers
until all in a given program area are assigned.
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I am at a school building that is being taken over by a pilot school, am I considered
excessed?
Yes. You should follow the procedure outlined above to look for another position in the district.
Teachers in this situation will of course have the opportunity to apply for the vacant positions at
the pilot school.
What is a program area?
A program area is the subject area(s) in which you are qualified to teach. It is a way of
grouping similar teachers together for the purposes of re-assignment. At the school-level
meetings with staff, a Human Resources representative will be able to confirm your program
area for you. If you would like to apply for additional areas, called alternate program areas, the
procedure for doing so will also be outlined for you in a Superintendent’s Circular to be
released later this year.
Will my new school continue to have the same programs (after-school programs, electives,
etc.)?
These decisions are largely school-based, and will be decided on by the school leader and
School Site Council.
What about other staff in the affected schools?
If you have questions and are not a paraprofessional or teacher, please attend the school-level
meeting or contact the Staffing Manager for the applicable school. Their contact information is
below. In addition, we will be meeting with representatives of all collective bargaining units
that represent school-based employees to discuss these school re-programming proposals and
the affect on their members.
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Appendix N: Communication to teachers (Washington, D.C.)
This is a communication that was sent by DC Public Schools to teachers whose schools were
being closed to describe the approach that would be taken regarding teacher re-assignment.
April 30, 2008
Dear [insert name]:
As you know, your current school, [insert school name], will be closing at the end of this
school year. As a teacher at a closing school, you are officially identified as an excessed teacher,
and guaranteed an involuntary transfer and placement in a teaching position for which you are
certified.
It is our strong desire that DCPS teachers work with principals and school communities to find
mutually beneficial placements for the upcoming school year. We know that many of our
teachers at closing schools are effective educators and have a great deal to offer our students.
We expect that each of you will be able to find a placement in your area of certification that fits
your interests and abilities.
On May 10, 2008, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., DCPS will hold the first transfer fair of the year at
Eastern High School. Only teachers at closing and restructuring schools will be eligible to
attend this fair. All DCPS schools will be represented and school hiring teams are eager to
hire for the upcoming school year. The enclosed flier provides additional information about
this and other upcoming fairs. Please plan to attend at least one of these events. At the fair,
you will need a copy of your current certification and multiple copies of your resume to
distribute to principals.
I look forward to seeing you at the May 10 fair, and to your continued work on behalf of DC
Public Schools students during the upcoming school year.
If you have any questions, please contact Jasmine Jose, Director of Staffing or Richard
Shackell, Director of Instructional Staffing at 202-442-4090.
Sincerely,
Kaya Henderson
Deputy Chancellor
District of Columbia Public Schools
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Appendix O: MOA with teachers union (Washington, D.C.)
This is a memorandum of agreement between DC public schools and the teachers’ union. It
describes the rules that would apply to teacher re-assignment in closing and receiving schools.
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Between the District of Columbia Public Schools (DCPS) and the Washington Teachers’ Union
(WTU) regarding the placement of teachers impacted by school closure, school restructuring
and school consolidation.
All references to ‘‘teacher” in this Memorandum of Agreement shall be inclusive of all WTU
bargaining unit members.
CLOSING AND RECEIVING SCHOOLS
1. The Chancellor shall identify for the Union the name of each closing school and
the corresponding receiving school(s) in a timely manner for the purpose of
implementing these procedures.
2. All teachers in closed schools shall be identified as excessed teachers and are
guaranteed an involuntary transfer and placement in a teaching position for which
he/she is certified at another DC Public School.
.
3. Teachers from a closed school shall have first right of interview with the
Personnel committee of the receiving school (s) for any vacancies at the
corresponding receiving school for which the teachers are certified.
4. The personnel committee of the receiving school(s) shall interview interested
teachers from the corresponding closed school and make recommendations to the
principal or Chancellor’s designee prior to interviewing other candidates.
5. On or before May 15, the vacancy list shall be posted on the DCPS website and
provided to each teacher affected by school closings, consolidations, restructuring
and excessing.
6. DCPS shall conduct a series of job fairs for all teachers affected by school closings,
consolidations, restructuring and excessing. DCPS and WTU shall consult on the
format and scheduling of the job fairs.
TRANSITION TEAMS
The Chancellor shall establish local school transition teams to develop and implement a
plan to ensure effective collaboration between closing and receiving schools’ personnel
to address potential challenges, including but not limited to, school culture/climate,
programs, personnel, materials/resources and other issues as defined by the transition
team.
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1. The team shall consist of the following representatives from both the closing and
receiving schools: WTU building representative or designee, principal or designee,
PTA president or designee, Local School Restructuring Team (LSRT) chairperson
or designee, and two teachers from each school’s LSRT.
2. The transition team shall remain in existence until a duly elected LSRT assumes
the responsibilities of the transition team and determines through a consensus that
the transition team is no longer needed.
3.

The Chancellor shall provide an appropriate budget and training for the transition
team to develop and implement the team’s approved plan.

SCHOOLS IN RESTRUCTURING
1. The Chancellor shall identify for the Union the name of each school in
restructuring and the NCLB restructuring option to be implemented at each school
in a timely manner.
2. All teachers at restructured schools who are no longer assigned to the restructured
school shall be identified as excessed teachers and are guaranteed an involuntary
transfer and placement in a position for which she/he is certified at another DC
Public School.

In the staffing of restructured and consolidated schools, diversity shall be given strong
consideration. Diversity is defined to include gender, race, ethnicity, age and years of teaching
experience.
DCPS and the WTU agree to consult on all teacher staffing, placement and assignment issues
resulting from school restructuring, school closure and consolidation that are not covered in this
agreement. The parties shall execute a memorandum of understanding to address such issues.
Agreed to by the parties:

________________________________ __________________________________
District of Columbia Public Schools
Washington Teachers’ Union
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Appendix P: Memo to Closing Schools Regarding Packing and Move
Procedures (Oakland)
This is a sample memo that Oakland Unified School District sent to principals regarding packing
and move procedures. It describes the protocol that was to be followed for shutting down
schools and transferring important documents and materials from closing to receiving schools.
To:

Closing School Principals

From:

Allison Sands, School Portfolio Management

CC:

Closing School Network Officers
Larry Bridges, Peter Hutcher, Neil Kalouner, Yvonne Allara, Sean Kimble, Paul
Hoy, David Lewis, Barbara Mandolph

RE:

Closing School Procedures

The purpose of this memo is to document the appropriate procedures for various elements of
school closure. Each school has slightly different circumstances so please work with your
Network Officer to ensure that you have the right plans in place. I am available to provide
support as needed.
Packing & Cleaning
• Each teacher leaving the site will be provided with 10 boxes to pack their personal
belongings.
• Anything bought with district funds must packed up and redistributed with all assets from
the site, including teacher manuals.
• Teachers are responsible for packing and cleaning their classrooms
Textbooks
• East Oakland Community High, Merritt, Kizmet: All books should be packed by
subject area and sent to Shawn Kimball at the warehouse
• Sherman: Books for the number of students going to Maxwell Park should be sent to
Maxwell Park. All other books should be sent to Shawn Kimball at the warehouse. New
consumables should be left in their boxes and sent either to Maxwell Park or Shawn
Kimball
• Havenscourt, Simmons, Elmhurst: Books should be divided up on site to accommodate
the new schools
Technology
• Paul Hoy will be conducing walk-thrus of each site to tag which technology is obsolete
• Obsolete technology should be sent to the warehouse
• Coordinator for Instructional Technology will evaluate appropriate destination for good
technology – items will be send directly to these sites (vs. to the warehouse)
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CUM files
• EOCH, Merritt, Kizmet, Sherman: All CUM files from current students should be
packed and brought to the Network Officer office at 1025 2nd avenue. ** It is very
important that these are brought downtown so that they are not lost ***
• EOCH, Merritt, Kizmet, Sherman: All non-current files should be sent to Barbara
Mandolph at the warehouse
• Havenscourt, Simmons, Elmhurst: All CUM files should stay on site. Responsibilities
for files should be shared between new schools on site.
Attendance Files
The principal and/or staff needs to make sure that all scantrons, attendance summary reports and
any other records are signed by the Administrator. Please have the attendance records sent to
Fiscal Services Department for availability for SCO auditors during 06/07. If you have
additional questions, please contact me at 879-8118 or by e-mail
david.lewis@ousd.k12.ca.us . The boxes should be label clearly: School name, list of contents
and the Fiscal Year on the outside of all four sides of each box.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly attendance Reports by Students: Reg, Independent Studies and SDC
Teacher Attendance Registers/Scantrons
Absence Notes and Logs
Attendance Policy and Procedures
School Calendar and Bell Schedule
Records pertaining to Staff Development(i.e. sign-in sheets and Agendas)
Records pertaining to CSR (i.e. list of participating classes and all teachers who are new
to the Class-Size Reductions program).
Records pertaining to Kindergarten Continuation (i.e. listing of kindergartners who
attended kindergarten during 04/05 and 05/06 and their continuation forms).
Records pertaining to Independent Study (i.e. student contracts and work samples.)
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For additional information or to communicate with those who contributed to this work, please
email: tools@broadfoundation.org
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